


The Show

There were figures who transcended their time, men and

women whose contribution to humanity was 
fundamental to the development of the world in which 
we live. Their legacy has been recorded in thousands of 
books and have inspired entire generations.

Imagine knowing these personalities, that set a 
milestone.

The blood of these celebrities, does it still live?

The genes of these great minds, within which bodies can 
be found?



We will find these answers on: 

THE DESCENDANTS, a show where we will learn that the 
present and the past share guideline we did not know/we 
were not aware of.

Each episode will be a journey that will allow us to look at 
the history of mankind through people.

The Show



The Descendants will be a monthly educational and 
informative entertainment show, where a story will be 
told; an adventure into the past, with a deep look into the 
present and the future. 

The living descendants of the most important and 
prominent personalities in the history of mankind will 
enter our lives. They will tell us how they live, what they 
feel, what they think about important issues like war, love, 
technology, modern music, conquests, among other fields. 
They will reveal which gene is still alive in his life and 
identifies with its ancestor. 

Synopsis



A well-known TV host and a group of panellists will 
provide context to the presentations of each character. 
Placing them in time and history through questions and 
expositions. 

The celebrities will be represented by prestigious actors 
who have studied in detail the life of each character.

Content



For an hour, once a month, a story will be presented. 
Throughout each year 12 episodes will be presented. All 
of these will match the month of birth of each celebrity. 
It will all occurred in a TV studio designed and decorated 
especially for this show.

Program Structure



The program will consist of 4 segments:
First segment, a historian will tell us about the life of the 
celebrity, and the most important things of/about his life and 
work. 

Second segment, the descendant will be interviewed in places 
of his everyday life. And we'll get to know things he has in 
common with his ancestor.
Third segment, the descendant will talk with the panelists in 
the studio and they will discuss about him and his family's 
legacy.

Last segment, an actor, who has studied in detail each celebrity, 
will impersonate the celebrity and have a face to face dialogue 
with his descendant.

Program Structure



Studying some descendants, we have found cases in which their
heritage marked their lives. Here are some examples:

Joseph Stalin: Svetlana Iosifovna Alliluyeva is a writer. Now, 
away from Russia, she lives in Wisconsin, USA, under the name
of Lana Peters, with one of her two daughters. 

Charles Chaplin: Geraldine Leigh Chaplin, daughter of Charles 
Chaplin, is an American actress, with great professional
experience and recognized internationally.                                                                

Albert Einstein: Thomas Einstein, great-gramdson of Albert 
Einstein, M.D. in Santa Mónica, California, specializing in 
anesthesiology.

Descendants



Oscar Wilde: His only grandson, Christopher Merlin Vyvyan
Holland, changed its last name to avoid public embarrassment.

Jane Austen: Has a famous great-niece, actress Anna Chancellor, 
who played Caroline Bingley in 1995 “Pride and Prejudice” 
version.

Christopher Colombus: Anunciada Colon, great-granddaughter, 
14 generations after  Christopher Colombus. She holds a PhD in 
History, graduated from the University of Madrid.

Napoleón Bonaparte: Juan Cristóbal Bonaparte, great-great 
grandson of Napoleón, Prince of the House of Bonaparte.

Descendants



SEMILLA 8 PRODUCCIONES

info@losdescendientes.com.ar

Tel.: (+54911) 15-4183-4484

www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2c2vzFbE-k&feature=youtu.be
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